
WRITING ASSIGNMENT MEANINGFUL COMMENTS

These tips focus on the process of writing comments on students' papers 1) Design each writing assignment so that it
has a clear purpose connected to the.

Taking a little more time to write longer, and perhaps fewer, comments in the margin will help you identify
for students exactly what they have done well or poorly. Feedback is essential for both strong and weak
students. These comments evaluate the student's ability to write a focused paper with support and a logical
development of ideas. Use specific examples Record and use classroom anecdotes in your assessments. Great
product! Try not to repeat yourself It is unlikely that your students or parents will compare their report card
comments, but it is still a best practice to aim for unique commentary for each student that reflects each,
individual learning outcome. For example, a student who has learned how to write an excellent analytical
paper in a literature course may not know how to write the kind of paper that is typically required for a history
course. You will likely have more trouble completing comments for students who have multiple areas needing
further improvement and attention. And it is much more than making a few red marks on a paper. Your
conclusion here is a bookend, bringing up the same or at least a similar point as the one you began with
concerning the different kinds of attraction that exist. An agreed upon assessment criteria makes sure everyone
is on the same page. However, the principle to keep in mind is that the opening is the first opportunity to make
an impression on your reader. A very simple but effective tool is Google Drive. Prodigy is a free,
curriculum-aligned math game used by more than a million teachers in 90, schools around the world. And
remember that there is an important difference between listing premises and explaining the argument. Be sure
your feedback has consequences Feedback isn't helpful unless the student is forced to respond to it. For
example, you may decide to focus your comments on the first assignment on the writing of the thesis
statement, then focus comments on later papers on the success with which the students deal with
counter-arguments. Are the grammar and syntax acceptable? Sequencing your comments can help make the
commenting process more efficient. Have you given up on detailed feedback because it's just too
time-consuming to provide?


